
5 Bar Gates
“Hand crafted, built for strength and
longevity, a Charltons 5 Bar Gate will
truly enhance your property’’

Image shows special width pair of Estate Gates. Gates under 4’6’’ will have a 
smaller hanging stile and no cross brace. Drop bolts fitted toboth gates.
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Wood Choices

Wood Choices
Softwood

Slow grown Scandinavian kiln dried softwood typically a creamy white colour, with a hint of yellow and/or 
red. Softwood is a more economical option but is less durable than Iroko. Pedestrian and 5 Bar softwood 
gates will all be supplied pressure treated, giving the gates a green tint. This will naturally silver over time. 
Although the gates are pressure treated we would recommend regular treatment with a modern UV oil to 
extend the life of the gate (see www.charltonsgates.com/treating-your-wooden-gates)  Charltons Courtyard 
Gates are manufactured using the finest quality kiln dried Scandinavian redwood.  

Courtyard gates are supplied untreated and must be treated prior to installation as per instructions on 
page 13 to comply with our warranty.

Untreated Softwood Pressure Treated Softwood Brown Dipped Softwood

Hardwood

All Charltons hardwood gates are made from Iroko: A responsibly sourced kiln dried African Hardwood 
which is usually a yellow to golden or medium brown, with colour tending to darken over time. Iroko is a 
very durable hardwood which is hard wearing and resistant to decay. If left untreated the wood will 
gradually silver but can be prone to watermarks. Although Iroko is a hardwood we would recommend 
treatment with a modern UV oil to protect the wood and to extend the life of the gate (for more information 
please see www.charltonsgates.com/treating-your-wooden-gates for more details)

Untreated Iroko Treated Iroko Treated Iroko

Split

Shakes

Remember!
Please remember timber is a natural product. It is a hygroscopic material, which means it naturally absorbs and 
gives off water to balance out with its surrounding environment. As such can be subject to movement and 
weathering as it seasons. It is quite common for small splits (shakes) to occur during drying and also warping 
when timber is allowed to dry too rapidly. This is nature at work and should not be considered a fault. This is 
normally not detrimental and in all but extreme cases will rectify as humidity rises. Treating with a modern UV 
will also stop wood drying out unevenly, which can lead to warping. The gates will last longer and look better 
than wood that is simply left to the elements (see www.charltonsgates.com/treating-your-wooden-gates)

Without Oil

With Oil

Untreated wood Pressure treated wood

The wood without the oil has more check and is warped



Five Bar Gates

www.charltonsgates.com

Estate Blenheim 

Somerset 

Somerfield 

Windsor 

Equestrian Highgrove 

Somerfield 6 bar 

Forester 

Charltons are the market leader within the wooden 5 bar gate market. 

Our comprehensive range includes gates such as the classic diamond braced Somerset, the 
impressive Blenheim and Estate gates with their extended curved stiles, the 5’ high Equestrian, ideal 
for horses and the Windsor with its close rails ideal for pets. 

Many of our five bar gates are available in both right and left hand. All are made using Stainless steel 
fixings. 

Some of the five bar gate range can be made suitable for automation by adding a heavy duty bottom 
rail. Available for both overground (standard) and underground (flush) automation.

PRODUCT  
SPECIFICATION 
SYMBOLS
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Estate

Description:    Creative twist on the Estate gate. Tapered top bar with superior hanging stile joined using 
 traditional hardwood stop dowelled mortice & tenon joints. Reinforced by an extended diagonal 
 brace. Made from specially selected timber with fewer smaller knots resulting in a more stable 
 gate. Planed smooth finish. Stainless steel fittings.

Wood type:   Iroko 

Sizes:   Widths:  From 3’ (0.915m) to 12’ (3.66m) all made to order. 
 Height:  3’7” (1.09m) to top of top rail. 

5’ 7’’ (1.702m) to top of extended stile .
 Special widths available to order.

Fittings   Adjustable Field Gate hinge set, latch and drop bolt & socket set (both gates if hanging as a pair).

Posts: See final page for sizes

Automation:  Requires heavy duty rail (standard or flush).

Description:    With its extended curved hanging stile the classic design Estate gate makes for an impressive 
 entrance. Tapered top bar with superior hanging stile joined using traditional hardwood stop 
 dowelled mortice & tenon joints. Reinforced by an extended diagonal brace. Made from specially
  selected timber with fewer smaller knots resulting in a more stable gate. Planed smooth finish. 
 Stainless steel fittings. Gates under 4’6‘’ wide will not have the extended stile and cross brace.

Wood type:   Iroko &  pressure treated Softwood 

Sizes:   Widths:     From 3’ (0.915m) to 12’ (3.66m). Softwood all held in stock. Iroko made to order.
 Height:     To top of top rail 3’3.5” (1.003m)   

To top of extended stile 4‘ 10’‘ (1.473m)  
 Special width & heights available to order (maximum height 4’ to top of top rail).

Fittings   Adjustable Field Gate hinge set, latch and drop bolt & socket set (both gates if hanging as a pair).

Posts:   See final page for sizes

Automation:  Requires heavy duty rail (standard or flush).

5 Bar Gates

www.charltonsgates.com

Blenheim

S I ASTK MTO

I AMTO

Untreated iroko hardwood

Untreated iroko hardwood
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Somerset

Description:    A unique design that benefits from an extra bar making it popular with pet owners.
  Tapered & chamfered top bar with superior hanging stile joined using traditional hardwood stop 
 dowelled mortice & tenon joints. Made from specially selected timber with fewer smaller knots 
 resulting in a more stable gate. Planed smooth finish. Stainless steel fittings.

Wood type:   Iroko & pressure treated Softwood 

Sizes:   Widths:  From 3’ (0.915m) to 10‘ (3.05m) all made to order. 
 Height:  3’7” (1.09m) to top of top rail. 

4’ (1.219m)  to top of stile. 
 Special widths made to order.

Fittings   Adjustable Field Gate hinge set, latch and drop bolt & socket set (both gates if hanging as a pair). 

Posts: See final page for sizes

Automation:  Requires heavy duty rail (standard or flush).

Untreated iroko hardwood

Description:    An all time favourite classic driveway/entrance gate. Tapered and chamfered top bar with 
 superior hanging stile joined using traditional hardwood stop dowelled mortice & tenon joints. 
 Made from specially selected timber with fewer smaller knots resulting in a more stable gate. 
 Planed finish. Stainless steel fittings.

Wood type:   Iroko & pressure treated Softwood 

Sizes:   Softwood Widths:  
 Iroko widths:  
 Height:  

From 3’ (0.915m) to 12’ (3.66m) stock item. 
From 3’ (0.915m) to 12’ (3.66m) all made to order. 
3’7” (1.09m) to top of top rail. 4’ (1.219m) to top of stile. 

 Special widths & heights made to order (maximum height up to 5’ to top of top rail).

Fittings   Adjustable Field Gate hinge set, latch and drop bolt & socket set (both gates if hanging as a pair). 

Posts: See final page for sizes

Automation:  Requires heavy duty rail (standard or flush).

S I ASTK MTO

5 Bar Gates

www.charltonsgates.com

Windsor

Treated Softwood

I AMTOS STK

Treated Softwood
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Equestrian

Description:    Good value universal design gate with two 4” x 3“ stiles allowing it to be hung from either end. 
 Domed top bar, traditional mortice and tenon joints and robust diamond bracing. Planed 
 finish. Stainless steel fittings.

Wood type:   Pressure treated Softwood 

Sizes:   Widths:  From 3’ (0.915m) to 12’ (3.66m) all held in stock.
 Height:  3’7” (1.09m) to top of top rail. 

4’ (1.219m) to top of stile.
 Special widths made to order.

Fittings   Adjustable Field Gate hinge set, latch and drop bolt & socket set (both gates if hanging as a pair).

Posts:    See final page for sizes

Automation:  Not suitable for automation.

Untreated iroko hardwood

Description:    Charltons tallest gate with a heavy duty top and bottom rail making it a robust gate suitable for 
 equestrian use. Straight top bar. Traditional mortice & tenon joints. Universal design so can be 
 hung from either end. Planed finish. Stainless steel fittings. 

Wood type:  Pressure treated Softwood

Sizes:   Widths:  From 3’ (0.915m) to 12’ (3.66m) made to order.
 Height:  5’ (1.525m) to top of stile. 
 Special widths made to order.

Fittings   Adjustable Field Gate hinge set, latch and drop bolt & socket set (both gates if hanging as a pair).

Posts: See final page for sizes.

Automation:  Ready for automation with a heavy duty rail as standard.

5 Bar Gates

www.charltonsgates.com

Highgrove

Treated Softwood

S AMTO

S STK

Treated Softwood
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Somerfield

Description:    A classic Somerfield but with an extra rail to safeguard pets. Suitable for all typs of entrances 
 from residential to equestrian. Tapered and chamfered top bar with superior hanging stile, robust 
 mortice & tenon joints and diamond bracing. Planed finish and stainless steel fixings.

Wood type:  Pressure treated Softwood 

Sizes:  Widths:  From 3’ (0.915m) to 12’ (3.66m) made to order.
 Height:  3’7” (1.09m) to top of top rail 

4’ (1.219m) to top of stile.

Fittings  Adjustable Field Gate hinge set, latch and drop bolt/socket set (both gates if hanging as a pair). 

Posts:   See final page for sizes

Automation:  Not suitable for automation.

Description:    A popular traditional 5 bar gate suitable for all types of entrances from residential to equestrian.
  Tapered & chamfered top bar with superior hanging stile, robust mortice & tenon joints and 
 diamond bracing. Planed finish & stainless steel fixings.

Wood type:   Pressure treated Softwood 

Sizes:  Widths:  From 3’ (0.915m) to 14’ (4.27m) all held in stock.
 Height:   3’7” (1.09m) to top of top rail 

4’ (1.219m) to top of stile.
 Special widths also made to order.

Fittings  Adjustable Field Gate hinge set, latch and drop bolt & socket set (both gates if hanging as a pair). 

Posts:   See final page for sizes

Automation:  Not suitable for automation.

5 Bar Gates

www.charltonsgates.com

Somerfield 6 Bar

Untreated iroko hardwood

S STKMTO

S MTOMTO

Treated Softwood

Treated Softwood
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Forester

Description:    A value traditional 5 Bar gate with a universal design allowing it to be hung from either end. The 
  Forester benefits from a domed top bar, motice & tenon joints, planed finish and stainless steel 
 fixings.

Wood type:  Pressure treated Softwood 

Sizes:   Widths:  From 3’ (0.915m) to 12’ (3.66m) held in stock.
 Height:  To top of top rail 3’7” (1.09m) 

To top of stile 4’ (1.219m) 

Fittings   Adjustable field gate hinge set, latch and drop bolt/socket set (both gates if hanging as a pair).  

Posts:    See final page for sizes

Automation:  Not suitable for automation.

5 Bar Gates

www.charltonsgates.com

Gate pairs
Pairs of 5 Bar gates are often hung together across an entrance. Please remember that a drop bolt & socket
needs to be fitted to each gate along with a loop over latch.

Please remember timber is a natural product and as such can be subject to movement and weathering as it 
seasons; absorbing and releasing moisture. It is quite common for small splits (shakes) to occur during drying 
and also warping when timber dries too rapidly. This is nature at work and should not be considered a fault. 
This is normally not detrimental and in all but extreme cases will rectify as humidity rises.

Drop bolt
& socket set

x 2

S STK

Loop over 
latch x 1

Treated softwood
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Untreated Gates

Storage, Treatment and Care Instructions

TREATMENT

To give full protection to your softwood or hardwood gate please treat with a modern UV Oil. It will repel the 
water and stop the wood drying out unevenly, which can lead to warping. Softwood gates are already treated 
with preservative. A top coat oil must be applied prior to hanging the gates and exposing them to the 
elements. Hanging before treating with oil will invalidate any warranty. All cut out and drill holes will need to 
be treated with preservative and oil. All faces, edges and any cut outs/drill holes for fittings must be fully 
treated paying particular attention to the underside and all end grain.

We cannot guarantee against natural movement, splits, shakes or rot in timber products but the correct 
use of oil will help to eliminate this. Further treatments will be required. We recommend yearly but the 
frequency will depend on the location of your gates. For more information please visit 
www.charltonsgates.com/treating-your-wooden-gates/ 

Gates must be fully treated before being hung or exposed to the elements. Two way adjustable hinges must 
be used to enable adjustments for movements that can occur with 
seasonable changes. When hanging gates the braces should "rise" 
from hanging stiles to centre stiles for strength. Manual gates 
must be fitted by an experienced installer. Automated gates 
must be fitted by a technically qualified installer.

HANGING

MAINTENANCE

CONDITIONS OF SALE

We recommend that the gates are maintained annually in accordance with the treatment manufacturer’s 
instructions. In the event of the gate being proven to have a manufacturing defect where a replacement is 
needed, the liability of the seller shall under no circumstances exceed the price of the defective gate.

Charltons will not be held responsible for any incidental work or problems as a result of bad storage, handling, 
hanging of gates or incorrect treatment. Problems such as water damage/rot are caused by not following 
treatment guidelines, the use of the wrong treatment or no treatment being applied. The foregoing does not 
affect your statutory rights. Full Terms and conditions can be found on our website www.charltonsgates.com

Bottom

Top

Hanging 
Stile

Hanging 
Stile

It is important you read this leaflet before installing the gate.  The guidelines below will 
help ensure the gate is fitted correctly and in a suitable environment. FAILURE TO ADHERE 
TO THE INSTRUCTIONS WILL INVALIDATE ANY WARRANTY CLAIM.

• Report any damage to packaging before unwrapping. If no damage, Polythene wrapping should be removed
and the gates to be inspected for size and defects. Do not treat the gate if any damage or defects are found.
Any damage is to be reported immediately following delivery.

• Gates should be handled carefully and not dragged across each other or across other surfaces
• These gates have been produced at 16% moisture content and need to be kept dry. Avoid direct contact

with sunlight until the gate has been fully treated
• Gates must be stored flat on three level bearers or upright against a wall with both stiles evenly supported

until installation
• Any small nicks or scratches should be sanded using fine sandpaper before treatment
• Before hanging, gates must be treated and sealed on all faces and edges, Extra care must be given to the

underside and all end grain – See Treatment instructions below
• Any gate which has been worked on cannot be exchanged, with the exception of a gate with a proven

manufacturing defect
• This gate cannot be left exposed to the elements until fully treated



 

(These guidelines depend on ground conditions)

Gate Posts
Charltons individual gate posts are supplied from our LONGLAST range which is recommended for 
ground contact because it is treated to the British Standard BS8417. We only use selected more 
durable Redwood species for our sawn Gate Posts which are far superior to 
whitewoods like Spruce for any ground contact product. We then 
naturally air dry the timber to 28% moisture content which ensures 
the pressure treatment is then absorbed and retained through the 
sapwood to the durable heartwood.  The LONGLAST range
comes with a 15 year life expectancy. Our Gate Posts are all 
4WW (four way weathered) as standard. 

We hold stock of each size of standard post from 1800mm x 
125mm x 125mm (6’ x 5” x 5”)  to 2700mm x 200mm x 200mm 
(9’ x 8” x 8”).  

Oak Gate Posts are also available to complement our Iroko gates 

Gate Posts Recommendations

www.charltonsgates.com
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